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NCYRF 2015 - MATCH MANAGEMENT (JUNIOR AGE GROUPS) 

 

 

 

National Capital Youth Rugby Festival 2015 
Match Management (Junior Age Groups) 

 
Rosters - To assist EORU in complying with Rugby Canada sanctioning requirements, each team shall 
provide a player roster to NCYRF at the time of first registration at the Festival Information Tent.  
 
Match Timing - Each match shall kick-off no later than 10 minutes after the stated match time in the 
NCYRF Master Schedule.  All matches shall be (maximum) 40 minutes total playing time (ie. Two 20-
minute halves) with a 5 minute half-time break.  Additional water breaks may be taken in hot weather as 
decided by the match referee. 
 
Laws of Rugby - Normal IRB/World Rugby U19 Laws and Rugby Ontario regulations shall apply for all U18 
and U16 matches.  For U14 matches, rucks, no-lift lineouts and scrums can be contested if agreed by the 
respective coaches and the assigned match referee.   Numbers matching is in effect for all matches, to 
ensure fairness and fun for all of our players.   Try conversions will not be kicked in any match. 
 
Kick-Off - Kick-off and starting field position will be decided by coin toss.  The team listed first in the 
Master Schedule shall be considered the Home Team and thus responsible to provide the game ball.  Note 
that one NCYRF logo game ball will be provided to each team by NCYRF at time of first registration.  
However, teams are recommended to bring additional game balls of their own. 
 
Cards and Sin Bin - Carding and Sin-binning will be in effect at NCYRF.  Given the spirit of the Festival, a 
single Red Card will result in the penalized player being banned for the remainder of the Festival.  
Similarly, a player receiving two Yellows in any combination of matches will also be banned for the 
remainder of the Festival.  Cards cannot be appealed.  Sin bin penalties will be 5 minutes, served at the 
very rear of the opposition in-goal. 
 
Substitutions – There is unlimited substitution, but only with the referee’s concurrence. 
 
Pitch Barriers – During match play only the on-field players (not substitutes), referees and assistant 
referees or team-appointed touch judges, one athletic therapist from each team, and authorized 
photographers/media are permitted inside pitch barriers which mark the playing enclosures.  Coaches 
must not stand in the in-goal areas during the match. Therapists and team-appointed touch judges must 
remain neutral and refrain from coaching or exhorting their team inside the playing enclosure. The pitch 
barriers are ropes for Pitches 2, 3, 4 and 5 and metal panels at the foot of the spectator stands for Pitch 1 
(The Founders’ Pitch).  Referees and festival officials are authorized to remove anyone who is not 
authorized to be inside the barriers or who is acting inappropriately inside the playing enclosure. 
 
Match Results - Game sheets are not in use at NCYRF.  Matches can end in a draw (ie. there will be no 
penalty kicks or sudden death to decide a winner if the score is tied after Festival regulation time).  
Referees will report match results to the Festival Information Tent for record purposes only. 
 
Abuse - Abuse of any kind and directed at anyone participating in or attending the Festival will not be 
tolerated.  Violators of this policy shall be promptly directed to leave TERP by Festival staff.  This 
particularly applies to any reported incident of abuse towards referees. 
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Referee Coordinator - A Referee Coordinator will be located at the Festival Information Tent throughout 
the event.  Any questions regarding the Laws of Rugby or comments about refereeing at the Festival 
should only be directed to the Referee Coordinator and not directly to match referees. 
 
Festival Spirit - NCYRF aims to highlight the best of rugby - skill, sportsmanship, respect, fun and 
friendship among all who enjoy this great sport.  In addition to the traditional post-match handshakes, all 
teams are encouraged to take friendship and respect further by selecting a Player-Of-The-Match from the 
opposing side, take photos, etc.  Also, teams and supporters are further encouraged to socialize in the 
TERP lounge, on the second floor of the clubhouse. 
 
Festival Staff - Festival volunteer staff will be at the Festival Information Tent and about the TERP grounds 
throughout the weekend.  They are keen to ensure that all Festival participants have a great experience at 
the event and thus are more than happy to assist if possible.  They are identifiable by Red or Yellow tee-
shirts displaying the NCYRF logo. 
 
Change Room and Shower Facilities -  Through the courtesy of Twin Elm Rugby Park (TERP), the EORU 
and the four local rugby clubs who call TERP “home”, the Festival is able to offer some change room and 
shower facilities in the TERP clubhouse, for both male and female teams.  Please visit the Festival 
Information Tent to schedule and access those. 
 
Player Welfare – Player Welfare is of the highest concern to EORU and NCYRF.  The Festival provides on-
site support of qualified athletic therapists/first responders and their opinions regarding player safety at 
NCYRF 2015 are final.  All teams are asked to pay close attention to player hydration, nutrition, warm-up 
and cool-down, as well as heat injury and sunburn throughout the Festival.   
 
 

Follow Us on Twitter @NCYRF 
Tweet using #NCYRF2015 

 


